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“Three Palestinian Refugees were killed in Syria…Clashes, 

Bombing and sniping in the Yarmouk Camp” 

 

 
   

 

 Al Aedin camp residents in Homs complain the power cut for long 

periods. 

 The civil and relief organizations in Khan Al Shaih do their best 

efforts to alleviate the residents’ suffering. 

 The Turkish coast guards arrested Palestinians of Syria refugees 

while they were trying to leave Turkey through sea. 

 The Palestinian Syrian committee in Lebanon organized a solidarity 

sit-in with the Gaza Strip in Ein El Helwa. 

 

 

Yarmouk refugee camp 
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Victims 

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria documented three victims 

were killed due to the ongoing conflict in Syria, they are: 

Ahmed Al Ramly 20 years from Khan Al Sheih camp was killed due to the 

clashes that broke out between forces of the Syrian opposition and the 

Regular Army at Ein El Baida area. Karam Saleem Khalil, a Palestinian 

from Homs was killed in Herna town in Tal Mneen due to shooting. 

Khalid Shqair, one of the PFGC members, was killed due to shot from a 

sniper that follows the military groups inside the Yarmouk camp. 

 
Karam Saleem Khalil 

Recent Updates 

Violent Clashes broke out yesterday between forces of the Syrian 

Opposition and PFGC during the distribution of food aids to the 

Yarmouk camp residents who are besieged for more than a year. The 

clashes led to the death of the young man “Khalid Shuqair”, one of the 

PFGC members, was killed due to shot from a sniper that follows the 

military groups inside the Yarmouk camp.  

These clashes coincided with a number of shells that were dropped on the 

camp and targeted Lubbeih Street and the vicinity of Palestine hospital 

which resulted in fire broke out on a house at the eighth neighborhood in 

front of Palestine hospital. 
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The fire that broke out in Yarmouk camp 

Meanwhile, a state of unstable and unsecure prevailed Al Nairab camp in 

Aleppo due to the deterioration of the security situation in its vicinity and 

the participation of some residents in the fight alongside with the Syrian 

Army which resulted in the bombing of different places in the camp and 

resulted in a number of victims and wounded. 

Therefore, the Action Group for Palestinians of Syria declared that the 

number of Palestinian Syrian refugee victims, who were killed in Al 

Nairab camp because of the ongoing conflict in Syria, has reached 56 

person, according to statistics that were published at the beginning of 

July 2014. In the same context, a state of relative quite prevailed Al 

Aedein camp in Homs according with heavy explosions that shacked the 

camp resulted in the bombing of the neighboring areas. 

In terms of living aspect, the residents of the camp complain of the 

continuation of power, internet and landline telecommunications cut for 

long periods, in addition to the lack of food, fuel and the spread of 

unemployment. Thus, bombing and shells still targeting Dara’a camp 

south of Syria, but the only fear of the residents is the deterioration of 

living situation and poverty and continuation of power and 

telecommunication cut from the whole camp for long periods. Meanwhile, 

the rest of the residents complain of the lack of fuel and bread and the 

high prices of basic materials.  

The difficulty of the situation has been increased because of the high rate 

of unemployment due to the deterioration of the security situation. 
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The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria 

The Action Group for Palestinians of Syria issued a report titled 

as”Continuous Efforts for Relief and Civil Organizations in Khan Al 

Sheih Camp to Alleviate the resident’s suffering”. The report shed the 

light on the work of the relief and civil organizations and its prominent 

role in incubating and receiving the displaced people to alleviate their 

suffering and provide relief services. 

To look at the complete report open the link below: 

http://goo.gl/Hc99rA 

 

Turkey 

The Turkish Coast Guards declared that they arrested a number of 

Palestinian Syrian and Syrian refugees while they were trying to leave 

Turkey on a boat through Izmir to reach Greece. It is referred that 

hundreds of Palestinian Syrian families were forced to ride the so called 

“death boats” which were launched from the Egyptian, Libyan and 

Turkish beaches where the boats transport the refugees to the European 

beaches without any kind of safety. 

 

Lebanon 

The Palestinians of Syria Committee in Lebanon organized, on 24th of 

August 2014, a solidarity sit-in with the Gaza Strip because of the Israeli 

aggression. The solidarity sit-in was attended by the representatives of 

the Palestinian Factions and the civil work organizations in Ein El Helwa 

and dozens of the Palestinians of Syria refugees in Lebanon. 

The sit-in contains speeches that insured the unity towards facing the 

Israeli aggression on the Gaza Strip and to support of the Palestinian 

resistance conditions in breaking the siege, opening the boarders, the 

freedom of fishing and opening an airport and a port. The sit-in was 

organized in Al Kefah School Shelter center for the Palestinians of Syria 

refugees which is sponsored by Al Forqan Society in Ein El Helwa camp. 

http://goo.gl/Hc99rA
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The solidarity sit-in in Ein El Helwa camp 

On the other hand, Dr. Mahmoud Al Hanafi, the Director of the 

Palestinian Society for Human Rights, delivered a lecture titled as “the 

Legal Status for the Palestinians refugees coming from Syria” in Al Burj 

Al Shamali camp in Lebanon. 

Dr. Al Hanafi explained about the mysterious legal status that surrounds 

the Palestinians refugees coming from Syria especially the residencies, its 

renewal, the entry permits to the camps and recording the newborn 

babies, and the right to shelter, education and medical care. He also 

explained about the fees of fins and the complicated mechanisim that the 

government follows with this humanitarian file. 

Dr. Al Hanafi referred that there is a clear confusion in the departments 

of the Lebanese Government towards the Palestinians of Syria refugees. 

It is referred that there is no clear dicisions about the residencies of the 

Palestinian Refugees coming from Syria in Lebanon. 


